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Defence Information ’18 Event: 18 & 19 April 2018
‘‘Maximising value from Team Defence information’’
Day 1: Information, Cyber & Information Enablers; Day 2: Support, Services & Support Information

Jointly presented by Team Defence Information, MOD & Cranfield University
Swindon, Wiltshire
Defence Information (DI) is the major annual communications event for the Joint Information Group (JIG)
that reports to the Defence Suppliers Forum. With the announcement of the new MOD CIO Charles
Forte, who is responsible for development of MOD strategy and policy on ICT - including cybersecurity,
we trust that our jointly-planned MOD/Industry event will provide
timely communications and discussion opportunities, capitalising on
a 2-day programme that provides time to network and learn at this
informative and productive ‘Team Defence’ annual gathering.
With around 350 professionals and Whole
Force1 representation, the Event has strong
engagement from leaders and practitioners in
both Industry and MOD. Whilst ‘Information’ is
the common thread, Day 1 will focus on
Information, Cyber & Information Enablers;
Day 2 on Support, Services & Support
Information.
DI’18 facilitates sharing of collective wisdom on current Team Defence thinking. Participants benefit
from the active participation of defence seniors and thought leaders, innovators and suppliers,
practitioners and subject matter experts, academics and those with ‘other sector’ know-how.
The stimulating format of DI’18 includes a range of Keynote
Speakers, Interactive Workshops, the
TD-Info Excellence Awards, Exhibition Stands and plenty of
opportunities for
networking - including a
dinner at STEAM, all supported by an interactive DI’18 App. This multifaceted event has wide MOD/Industry appeal for both Information and
Support professionals and reliably delivers a sustained ‘buzz’ of
interaction amongst attendees. We think it remains good value-formoney for sponsors, exhibitors and attendees which adds to this being a
must-attend Team Defence event for MOD plus Industry suppliers and
Industry users of MOD services.
Take action & be part of DI’18: visit https://www.cranfield.ac.uk/events/symposia/di. To learn about
sponsorship and exhibitor packages, contact caroline@symposiaatshrivenham.com; to engage with the planning
group for DI’18, contact steve.shepherd@teamdefence.info; Download the form to enter the TD-Info Excellence
Awards.

Dedicated App | Excellence Awards | Networking & Dinner
1 Whole Force:

a “partnered arrangement of regular military, regular reserves, volunteer reserves, sponsored reserves, civil servants and private-sector contractors” RUSI Paper page 19

Follow Team Defence Information (TD-Info) on twitter and LinkedIn
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DI’18 Presentations, Speakers, Panels and Workshop Listings

Day 1 | Information, Cyber & Information Enablers
Martin Elliot, Director Service Design ISS Martin will provide an update on the way
he is transforming the way MOD is designing its Information Communications and
Technology (ICT) for the Digital Age and the influence the new CIO is having on the
MOD
Graham Curtis, JIG Co-Chair and Director - Information Management &
Technology - UK - Platform and Support, BAE Systems | The Work of the Joint

Information Group (JIG)

Dr Andrew Tyler - Chief Executive Europe, Northrop Grumman | Defence
Philosophy

Steve Latchem, MOD ISS Head of Architecture | Information Architecture and Sharing
Steve will cover the work to define industry standard information architectures in
collaboration with our Five Eyes/NATO partners and the models and architecture
artefacts that have been developed to industry standards. He will also invite the
audience to participate in the “our information architecture modelling journey”.
Lance McMahon, Atkins – member of the SNC Lavalin Group, Chief Enterprise
Architect and Strategic Technology Management Consultant | Design led
approaches to maximise value from defence information Lance McMahon will
discuss design coherence strategies at an enterprise level, drawing from lessons
learned in civilian sectors and relating these into the Defence space. Lance has a
strategic technology background and has a deep experience of technology enabled
change enablement and operational improvement via Technology Management
Consulting, Enterprise Architecture, IT Strategy, Solution Integration and Strategic Design Assurance
gained in IT, Gas/Energy, Public Sector, Manufacturing and Financial Services.
Gareth Hetheridge, Rolls-Royce Senior IT Business Partner - Defence UK | Using
digital innovation to enable profitable growth in a security constrained
environment How Rolls-Royce has used digital to transform the Rolls-Royce business

and shape the IT function to ensure it supports the future growth of the company. The
presentation will focus on the challenge of delivering innovative technology into the
Defence Aerospace environment and how to work within these
security constraints.
Panel Chair: Chris Rowley, Babcock International Group Head of Digital Asset
Management and Chief Digital Information Officer
Further presentation details and other speakers will be added in due course
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Day 2 | Support, Services & Support Information
CIO View from the Services – Navy, Army and RAF
Ian Annett, CIO Navy; CIO Army (to be confirmed); CIO Air (RAF) John Warriner

Group Captain Andy Curtis, MOD ACDS Log Ops & Chief Digital Information Officer | Defence Support
Network (Transformation)

Matt Wiles, Senior Vice President and Managing Director, Team Leidos | Industry
Keynote

Nigel Whitehead CBE, Chief Technology Officer BAE Systems plc
& Chairman Team Defence Information | Industry Keynote

Prof Alan Braithwaite – Founder, LCP Consulting, A BearingPoint Company |
Advances in Supply Chain across Retail and Industry – what can be learnt by the
Defence Industry?

Dave Pitchforth, Managing Director, Boeing Defence UK Ltd | Case Study from
Formula 1

Further presentation details and other speakers will be added in due course

PANEL DISCUSSION Day 2 – Chair: Neil Rae, Boeing Defence UK
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12 Workshops over four sessions
Our 12 workshops, spread over 4 sessions, provide
opportunities for a quick dive into pertinent topics with the
help of professionals closely involved with them, allowing for
participation and ‘audience’ sharing of know-how and
questions.
In summary, our workshops topics cover:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information Skills (JIG)
Export Control & Waterguard
ISS Architecture Modelling
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
ISS Data Analytics
Supply Chain Information Services (SCIS)
Innovation
Systems Engineering in Logistics
NHS Digital Collaboration at Scale – case study
Innovative approaches for Cyber / Enterprise Cyber resilience

Workshops in Detail
Information Skills (JIG) Workshop - Gill Halliday (MOD) and Ian Sinclair (Civica): “How do we support
each other across the Defence Enterprise to attract, recruit and retain Information SQEP”

Export Control & Waterguard (JIG) Workshop - Andy Dunn (Babcock) – details to be added
Information Systems & Services (ISS) Architecture Modelling Workshop - Dave Hawken (MOD
Head of Business Architecture): As part of its transformation programme, ISS Service Design is looking at
ways it can 'industrialise' its Architecting practices through adopting a common Architecting tool and
associated repository of Architecture Artefacts. Members from the JIG have been looking at the
implications of this and how it can enable better sharing of the Repository's information. This workshop
will explore the Group's main findings.

General Data Protection Regulation Workshop - Ensuring the Defence of your Organisation Nigel Turner (Global Data Strategy): The General Data Protection Regulation will come into effect across
the European Union and the United Kingdom on 25 May 2018 and, when implemented, will constitute
the world’s most rigorous data protection regime. This interactive workshop will outline its main
requirements and highlight what organisations need to do to comply with it.
Workshop Subject Title to Be Confirmed - Dave Brassington and Simon Wiseman (Deep Secure) – details
to be added
Information Systems & Services (ISS) Workshop – Danny Wooton (MOD Head of Innovation Strategy
ISS): Data Analytics (JIG) – details to be added
Support Chain Information Services (SCIS) Workshop - Ian Laing (MOD) and Bill Mead (Boeing Defence
UK) – details to be added
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Workshop Subject Title to Be Confirmed Ollie Houseman (SVGC) – details to be added
Workshop Subject Title to Be Confirmed John Dixon (Leonardo) – details to be added
Innovation Workshop - Rob Fisher, Head of Futures (Boeing Defence UK) and Tony Butler (Team
Defence Information) – details to be added
Innovative Approaches for Cyber Resilience & Enterprise Cyber Resilience in Defence and Industry
Workshop - Michael Windmill (Atkins) - – details to be added
Collaboration at Scale across Health & Social Care Delivering on the 5 year Forward View Workshop Sukhmeet Panesar (NHS) and Alan Patrick & Janet Parkinson (Agile Elephant) – details to be added

Team Defence Information Awards – past finalists and Award winners
The Team Defence Information (formerly ‘UKCeB’) Good Practice Market Place (GPMP) and Excellence
Awards recognise, celebrate and share successful collaboration practices in Team Defence. We want your
organisation and partners to make an entry for the 2018 Excellence Award – download the Entry Form.
The submission deadline is 31 January 2018. All finalists are invited to participate in the Team Defence
Information Good Practice Market Place at the DI’18 Event in April with a free stand and attendee places.

In the DI’18 Awards, we recognise, celebrate & share
successful collaboration practices in Team Defence
Benefits of the Excellence Awards
Benefits of entering the Team Defence Information Excellence Awards include:
• Widespread publicity and recognition for innovation and good practices
• Free stand & attendee places at DI’18 - attracts 300 attendees from MOD & Industry
• Shared learning through networking and benchmarking at DI’18
• Supports continual improvement process; structured reflection on achievements
Read about Past finalists and awards under the tag (Key Word) ‘TD-Info Excellence Awards & Good
Practice Market Place’ at https://secure.teamdefence.info/keyword.php?keyword=1000128
Chair of Judges: Kevin Parker (Enterprise DevOps Thought Leader at Stars.Systems); judges to be
announced
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Phil Williams, TD-Info Managing Director, on the Defence Information Event
Phil Williams, reflects that at DI17 last April, Mike Stone had recently left his
post as MOD Chief Defence and Information Officer (CDIO), having instigated
significant enterprise changes, many of which are in process of being embedded
and need to be fully exploited, hence contributing to our DI’18 theme of
‘Maximising value from Team Defence information’.
He says that “With the appointment of Charles Forte as MOD CIO, I trust that our
joint Defence Information event is timely in providing an excellent Team Defence
communications and discussion opportunity.”
Industry, of course, makes its own significant ICT investments and part of the role of the Joint Information
Group (JIG) is to facilitate coherence to maximise opportunities for interoperability and efficient joint
working. Industry is not just a supplier but a co-user of MOD ISS-supplied ICT services that enable a close
working partnership with MOD. Exploitation of common ‘Team Defence’ capabilities underpins
sustaining defence’s Whole Force superior operational capability. The work undertaken by Team Defence
Information ultimately supports the front line.

“With the recent appointment of Charles Forte as MOD CIO, I
trust that our joint Defence Information event is timely in
providing an excellent Team Defence communications and
discussion opportunity”
Phil comments, “Defence Information is our major annual communications Event and its informative
content spans both Information and Support aspects of Team Defence. It’s an Event that is both
purposeful and informal, providing excellent networking opportunities, keynotes, workshops, good
practices and informed insights.”
Phil is a long-term, strong advocate of what joint MOD/Industry working can achieve: “TD-Info is unique in
bringing together MOD and Industry in a trusted forum, working pragmatically for mutual benefit and
including both Supply Chain and Support. Collectively, we all need to share information, the ‘lifeblood’ for
Team Defence, and to do so both efficiently and securely. Defence Information is an excellent annual
communication forum that benefits all participants – delegates, sponsors and exhibitors.”
Phil has insights into the perspectives of both MOD and Industry based on his RAF service through to
working for defence suppliers. He looks forward to welcoming firm friends and supporters as well as new
delegates and participants to DI’18 and is delighted to have the support of an experienced DI’18 planning
team, led by Steve Shepherd. You are welcome to contact Phil or the DI’18 planning team with any
queries via secretariat@teamdefence.info or the direct email links in the ‘Key Contacts for DI’18’ section.
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Sponsor Packages &/or Exhibitor Stands at DI’18
Defence suppliers are invited to Sponsor &/or be an Exhibitor at DI’18 – and this is
open to non-members as well as TD-Info members. Your company participation
enables excellent visibility amongst a community of defence professionals from both
MOD and Industry suppliers, 2-days’ networking with c350 attendees and prominent promotional
opportunities via the DI’18 App and marketing collateral.

The App is a powerful means of reaching an engaged and influential MOD/Industry audience enabling
interaction and downloads, links to websites and social media etc. Details of both Sponsor packages and
exhibitor stands are at https://www.cranfield.ac.uk/events/symposia/di. You have the option of
participating in a formal dinner at the historic STEAM museum, an excellent venue for dining and
socialising.

DI’18 Sponsors, Event Exhibitors & Media Partners to Date
Click on hyperlinked names to go to website

DI’18 Event Organisers:

Key Contacts for DI’18 Michael J T Hewetson OBE, Director Symposia at Shrivenham
Caroline Dawson, Contact for DI’18 Sponsorship packages, Symposia at Shrivenham
Steve Shepherd, TD-Info lead co-organiser for DI’18; Phil Williams, Managing Director, TD-Info
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